
Yorkshire League Div. 6             Wensleydale 5  Brighouse B 15                     4/3/18 

After braving the mist and snow and a fine pub lunch at the Three Horseshoes, we badly needed a 

good result to enable us to escape the clutches of relegation which had haunted us all season. 

We started well in the first round with two good boards more-than-compensating for four smallish deficits 

to take an early 11-imp lead. The best of these was Board 3 (+15 imps) when Paul & Ingrid were the 

only pair to make 3NT, this going 2 off twice and Chris & Pauline's opponents sacrificing in 4DX-1 when 

North held six clubs, five diamonds and a void. Another 9 imps were gained on Board 5 as Neil & 

George made 4S, our E-W pairs pushed their opponents into 5S-1 and 5SX-1 and Val & Ann's 

opponents made their 5CX. 6 imps were conceded on each of Boards 6 and 8, the latter when Neil & 

George were the only pair not to find 4H, a rare slip on an otherwise excellent day for them. 

We continued the good work in the second round with an even better +16-imp score to take a 27-imp 

advantage into the second half. Boards 12 and 13 were particularly good, the former when Neil & 

George were the only pair to bid 5C, making 12 tricks, when one pair from each team stopped at 3C+3 

and Paul & Ingrid's opponents went one off in 3NT (+12 imps). The best board of the match followed 

when Chris & Pauline made (and were allowed to play in) 5D E-W when all other N-S pairs made 5H 

or, in the case of Val & Ann, 4Hx (+16 imps). The only blot on the round was a kamikaze 5CX-3 by Paul 

& Ingrid for -800 defending against -110 on all other tables.  

After a straightforward tea of sandwiches, cold quiche, cake and biscuits, we won the third round by a 

further 12 imps to lead by 39 imps with one round to go. Our best board of the round was the first as 

Neil & George were the only pair to bid and make a difficult 3NT (+10 imps), but 6 imps were lost on 

the next board when Chris & Pauline failed to bid the 4S game. An interesting board followed when the 

same pair secured +300 for doubling their opponents in 5CX-2 when Paul & Ingrid lost 300 points when 

going 3 off in 4S the other way. Other small swings were marginally in our favour.  

So could we pull off this unlikely win against the team lying second in the table? Well, we started the 

round badly when just one opposing pair bid and made 4H (-10 imps) but immediately gained 12 imps 

on the next board when Neil & George's opponents were the only pair not to bid a vulnerable 6H. Boards 

28 to 30 were all interesting in their own way even though the resulting swings were only zero, +1 and 

+1 again. On the first Chris & Pauline made 4H+2 when 4H was defeated by Neil & George, the other 

pairs bidding 3NT-2 and 5D+2 (N.B. the East hand contained 8 good diamonds!). Then one pair from 

each team made game in 3NT, the other two pairs stopping in 3D, followed by a hotch-potch of results 

on Board 30, 2NT-4, 3H= and 2S= by N-S and 3C+1 by E-W. 

Fortunately for us the result of the above was a further 2-imp gain on the last round, meaning that we 

had won every round for an overall 41-imp winning margin. More importantly, this was enough to pull 

off the 'Great Escape' from relegation, following the 20-0 defeat of Hull C and the fact that the postponed 

match between our other two rivals cannot mathematically give both of them enough points to catch us. 

So thank you and well done everybody who contributed this season and especially well done on the 

day to Neil & George who performed particularly well. 

BRIGHOUSE B 
PAIRS 

ROUND 1 ROUND 2 ROUND 3 ROUND 4 TOTAL 

Chris & Pauline -950 +950 +470 +490 +960 

Neil & George +1480 +990 +50 +630 +3150 

Paul & Ingrid -340 -1020 +200 -90 -1250 

Val & Ann +730 +450 -250 -770 +160 

BRIGHOUSE B 
PAIRS 

SLAMS MADE 
/ 

CONCEDED GAMES MADE 
/ 

CONCEDED  

Chris & Pauline 1 0 3 4  

Neil & George 0 0 7 3  

Paul & Ingrid 1 0 3 6  



Val & Ann 0 1 4 4  

 

 


